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Questions related to my work experience (micro-credit dept., NABARD) –

1. You are working in which department in NABARD ?
2. How do you release the grants to the various agencies?
3. What is the status of micro-finance movement in north- India?
4. Why it has not picked up in the northern states as southern states?
5. Who started micro-finance movement in Bangladesh?
6. What is the difference between Bangladesh model and NABARD model of micro-finance ?
7. Has the micro-finance movement really helped the people?

Questions on my state/region (Aurangabad,Maharashtra)-

1. When was state of Maharashtra formed?
2. What was its earlier name?
3. Aurangabad was under which rule in 1947?
4. Who led Marathwada liberation movement (against Nizam)?
5. What is the date of the liberation ?
6. What will be your priorities if you become collector of Aurangabad?
7. How you will improve irrigation?
8. What is the importance of river Godavari?
9. What is the status of Maharashtra- AP dispute on Godavari river?
10. Tilak gave which new concept to Indian freedom struggle?
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Questions on my college (MIT , Pune)-

1. When was your college established?
2. What is uniqueness of your college?
3. What is the ROBOCON event organized in your college ?

Question on optional (Pol.Sci)-

1. Name the 3 most significant International events of 2011?

Technical questions(Engineering)-

1. What is work and torque?
2. What are their dimensions and what is the difference between them ?
3. What is Zeroth law, 1st law of thermodynamics and 2nd law of thermodynamics ?
4. What is the function of Shaft, Gear and bearing in mechanical engineering?

Note-No questions were asked from my hobby or from my other optional(Geography)

Thanks
Vivek
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